Natural / Physical Resources

An illustrated guide to wine soils

Soil directly and indisputably affects the wine that is produced in a given region. In addition to climate and aspect, soil is part of what makes a region’s terroir and can separate mediocre wine making areas from superior ones. VinePair created a helpful illustrated guide for an overview of the many soil types worldwide. 

Click here to read more
SA wins big at World Travel Awards

From airports, hotels and conference destinations, numerous South African offerings have received the prestigious title as leaders in the tourism industry in Africa for 2017. Cape Town International Airport clinched the award for Africa’s leading airport, while The Palazzo Montecasino in Johannesburg claimed the title for Africa's Leading Casino Resort 2017 and Durban won Africa's Leading Meetings & Conference Destination 2017.

South America’s extreme vineyards

The intoxicating landscape of South America is diverse and extreme. Click here to read more